UPCOMING EVENTS:
5/23/2019: Johann Frick
/Princeton University

PAST EVENTS:
10/11/2018: Jordan Mackenzie
/NYU
11/8/2018: Susana Nuccetelli
/St. Cloud State University
12/13/2018: Michael Brownstein
/John Jay College
3/14/2019: Kyle Ferguson
/CUNY Graduate Center
4/16/2019: Jeff Sebo
/NYU

Working Papers in Ethics and Moral Psychology is a speaker series conducted under the auspices of the Icahn School of Medicine Bioethics Program. It is conceived as a working group where speakers are invited to present well-developed, as yet unpublished work. The focus of the group will be interdisciplinary, with a primary focus on topics in ethics, bioethics, neuroethics, and moral psychology.

JOIN THE WORKING PAPERS MAILING LIST AND RSVP TO:
nada.gligorov@mssm.edu

NEXT EVENT:
THURSDAY, MAY 23, 2019, 5:30-7:00PM
ANNENBERG 12-07

Johann Frick (Princeton University)
“Moral Dilemmas, Moral Outcome Luck, and the Two Faces of Morality”

Johann Frick is an assistant professor in the Department of Philosophy and the Center for Human Values at Princeton University. His primary research interests lie in moral philosophy, political philosophy, and bioethics. His current work focuses on population ethics, the ethics of risk, moral dilemmas and moral luck, the notion of interpersonal justification, and the ethics of immigration and national partiality.